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1. Advanced Differential
With this module we can search out the Ir/Id
curve
The following test functions are included





Map out the Ir/Id curve
Check 2nd harmonic restraint
Check 5th harmonic restraint
Check tripping time of a set point
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Wiring for the test

I2f/Idiff
I5f/Idff

2nd harmonic restraint
5th harmonic restraint

In this module 6 currents will be used to inject
into the different relay.

Set group parameters
Click
button to enter into group
parameter page. Group test parameter page
along with default settings is shown bellow

A wiring diagram is provided to easy the wiring
operation.
Switch the view button to the wiring diagram

The wiring diagram is shown bellow

TPrefault
Prefault time setting
Tfault
Fault time setting
CB Sim.
When optional Circuit Breaker Simulator is
used we can need to select Yes here.

Set group settings
Click
setting page

Open Time
Related to CB Sim.

button to enter into group

Close Time
Related to CB Sim.

Group setting page is shown bellow

---------------------------------------------Note: Please contact the manufacture for
Ih/Iref(HV)
Im/Iref(MV)
Il/Iref(LV)

more information about the optional Circuit
Breaker Simulator and its application

matching factor for HV side
matching factor for MV side
matching factor for LV side

----------------------------------------------
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Wiring Factor in Tap
 Select No if wiring factor has already
been considered in matching factor
 Select Yes if wiring factor is not consider
in matching factor

CT starpoint
Here we define the direction of CT
Normally we can determine the direction by
looking at the bias equation in relay instruction
manual

Tested Winding
Select windings to be tested.
 Side 1-Side 3
test HV-LV winding
 Side 1-Side 2
test HV-MV winding
 Side 2-Side 3
test MV-LV winding
Side 1
Vector group for winding 1

Example:
Equation Id=IA+IB indicates that CT direction
is toward the protective device. Thus we need
to select tow.prot.obj
Example:
Equation Id=IA-IB indicates that CT direction
is toward the transmission line. Thus we need
to select tow.line

Side 2
Vector group for winding 2
Side 3
Vector group for winding 3

Bias. Equ.
Here we select the equation which defines Ir/Id
characteristic. This equation is available from
relay instruction manual.

Conversion
Here we define from where we normalize the
current to the reference side. This setting
available from relay instruction manual

Available bias equations include
 Ir=(|I1-I2|)/K1 or Ir=(|I1+I2|)/K1
 Ir=(|I1|+|I2|*K2)/K1
 Ir=max(|I1|,|I2|)
 Ir=(|Id-|I1|-|I2||)/K1
 Ir=|I2|

Phase shifting
This refers to vector group number with
winding 1 as the reference side.
Example:
For Y-D-11 connection we need to select 11
here

K1, K2
They are bias quantities in the bias equation
and can be found in relay instruction manual

AsisDef
This setting will only influence the scale of
display
 name display in nominal value
 pu
display in pu value

Test Phase
Here we can define to test only one phase or
to test three phases at the same time.

Inom
This is the nominal current setting

A, B, C only one phase will be tested
ABC
6 currents will be injected into the
relay under test. And the tripping time
for all three phase will be got

Search Mode
Here we define the search mode for getting Id
tripping point under each Ir setting.
There are two methods available
 Dichotomic
 Linear

Resolution
This setting is related to Search Mode
selection.
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For dichotomic mode this resolution setting
will be used to assess the current tripping point.
If the difference between the output value of
the current tripping point and the value of the
last un-tripping point is less than this setting
then the current tripping point will be
determined.

In this example any tripping from A, B, or C will
terminate the test process.

Example: AND logic

For linear mode this resolution indicates the
minimum step can be set.

---------------------------------------------Note: We can set a bigger resolution to

In this example when tripping for A, B, or C all
comes then test process will be terminated
and the tripping time for all three phased will
be recorded.

reduce the test time. But this may bring bigger
error in the test result.

----------------------------------------------

Add test point

Set assessment criterion

When we open the module a group of default
test items/points will appear in the test list

Click Assessment to enter into criterion
setting page

Direct Add
In the parameter page click Add to add a new
test point

Configure binary inputs
Click
button to enter into binary
input configuration page

Quick Add
Example: OR logic
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Then we can see the following display window

At this time the newly added test point has the
same name and parameters as the last one
We can edit the name for this newly added
point.

Set test parameters
Editing from parameter page
For each test point we can set its test
parameters on the parameter setting area
If we confirm the above setting we can add 5
more test points in the test list. See bellow

Name
Editing the added point
Test Phase

When we add a new test point we follow the
procedure of first add then edit.
Example:

IR
Move cursor the test item where we want to
add one more test point.

Type
After we add one new point we can see it in
the test list

Resolution
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Here we modify the name for the
current test item/point
This is the selected winding we
set in group parameter. A
means only phase A will be
tested
Here we see the Ir setting for the
current test point. We can edit
this setting according to our test
requirement
 Verify curve
Select this one for the test
 Slope 1, Slope 2
To be used in general
differential test module.
 Id>
Check the pick up value
 Id>>
Check the rapid tripping
value
Display the resolution setting
from group parameter page
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2．Advanced TransPlay(4V,3I)
This module is used to play back the COMTRADE format file.

The standard COMTRADE format includes normally the following two parts.

CFG

describe the recording channels, including signal names, sampling frequencies, etc

DAT

contain the sampling values for each channels

Input COMTRADE file
Click

button to open the COMTRADE file

When a COMTRADE file is opened we can see the waveform and parameters in the display
windows

Channel select
PONOVO POWER CO., LTD
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Click

to configure channels

summation from two voltage channels.

Example


















I a '  ( I a  I b) / 3
I b'  ( I b  I c ) / 3
I c'  ( I c  I a) / 3
Configure channels
Set PT and CT ratio

In case the recorded data is for the primary
side we need to set the ratio for PT and CT.

Maximum output display
In Channel A drop-down selection box we can
view all voltage channels from the
COMTRADE file and we need to assign one
voltage from the list to the Va output of our
test set.

Here we can see the maximum voltage and
current for this COMTRADE file. Proper setting
of PT and CT ratio will avoid them exceeding
the available output range of the test set in
use.

Combine two channels

Two channels can be combined together to
get a new output. This happens when we need
to get the voltage which is the vector
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Value at cursor position

The sample rates contained in COMTRADE
file are displayed here.
Some COMTRADE file may contain sampled
value with different sampling rates. In that
case different sampling rate and total sampled
points at this sampling rate can be displayed.

T1 and t2 indicate the peak values at the
position for cursor 1 and cursor 2. dt indicate
the time difference between t1 and t2.

Maximum 8 number of different sample rates
can be displayed at the same time.

Interpolation

It’s possible to use interpolation technology to
smooth the waveform.

Sample rate
Click
rate

In the above example we have set
interpolation as 1 and the sampling rate is
increased to 2400.

to configure sample

---------------------------------------------Note: The maximum sampling rate should
not exceed 10kHz

---------------------------------------------Allowed playback length

The maximum allowed playback time
determined by the current sampling rate is
displayed here.

Sample rate display
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Data repetition

Edit

We can edit here to repeat the playback data.
Click

to edit the COMTRADE data

Trigger condition

Begin

define the start time of repetition
section

End

define the end time of repetition
section

Number

define the numbers for repeating
this section

We can select three different sections of data
to repeat.
Example: select two sections to repeat
None

playback process will start
immediately without delay

Manual

prefault data will be played first
and when

is pressed the

data for the fault will be played
GPS

prefault data will be played first
and when GPS control pulse is
sensed by the test set the data
for the fault will then be played

---------------------------------------------Note: In Manual and GPS control mode
the first repetition section will be used as
prefault data.

----------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------Note: optional PGPS-02 GPS
Synchronization Device should be used for
this application

Reference time

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: The prefault data is defined by the

This time defines the start time from where we
count the time.

first section of repetition.

----------------------------------------------

This happens when we have set prefault data
to play first. In that case we can count time
only from the point when data for the fault is
played
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Cut the data section
We can select to cut three different sections of
data
Example: select to cut two sections
Similarly we can also define to cut the data
section from the COMTRADE data.
Begin

define the start time of the
section to be cut

End

define the end time of the section
to be cut

File edit example

The read marked part is the section to have repeated playback
The blue marked part is the section to be cut
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3．RX Characteristic Sweep

This module is used to map out the characteristic boundary of the impedance relay.
During the test process a series of shots will be generated to search out the boundary along this
shot line. Then next shot at a different angle will be generated. In this way we can then find out the
boundary at different angles.
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Close Time
Related to CB Sim.

Set group parameters
Click
button to enter into group
parameter page. Group test parameter page
along with default settings is shown bellow

---------------------------------------------Note: Please contact the manufacture for
more information about the optional Circuit
Breaker Simulator and its application

---------------------------------------------Fault Inc. Mode
Here we define how the fault is simulated.



random
fixed angle

random

the angle between voltage and
current at the moment of fault is
given randomly by test set

fixed angle the angle between voltage and
current at the moment of fault
can be set here

TPrepare
Time for relay to reset at the first test cycle.

Fault Angle
If we select fixed angle in Fault Inc. Mode we
need to set the angle here

TPrefault
Prefault time setting for each test cycle
During this time the test set will supply normal
system balance voltage.

DC offset
Here we can define if DC offset is to be added
when fault occurs

PT
Select it according to the actual PT installation
position
 Busbar side
 Line side

Test Mode
We can select the follow test modes.




CT polarity
Select it according to the actual CT polarity
 Busbar: polarity is toward busbar side
 Line:
polarity is toward line side

IConst:
VConst:
ZsConst:

Constant current
Constant voltage
Constant system impedance

Zs, Phis, Ks Magnitude, Ks Angle
When Constant system impedance is selected
then we need to give settings here.

CB Sim.
When optional Circuit Breaker Simulator is
used we can need to select Yes here.

KE(∣K0/KR∣Z0/Z1∣)
Setting for ∣K0∣, RERL or ∣Z0∣

Open Time
Related to CB Sim.

KE(Phi(K0) KX Phi(Z0/Z1)
Setting for Phi(K0), XEXL or Phi(Z0)
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KE given as
There are three types of KE mode available
and we need to select the one according to the
relay under test.




Configure binary inputs
Click
button to enter into binary
input configuration page

∣K0∣, Phi(K0)
RERL, XEXL
∣Z0∣, Phi(Z0)

Search Mode
Here we define the search mode for searching
the boundary along one shot line.
To simplify the wiring operation and reduce the
preparation time before the test we have
assigned each binary input here to a dedicated
purpose.

There are two methods available
 Dichotomic
 Linear

Bin. In1
Bin. In2
Bin. In3
Bin. In4
Bin. In5
Bin. In6
Bin. In7
Bin. In8
Trip Sel
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 TripA
 TripABC
 TripB
 TripABC
 Reclose
 TripA
 TripABC
 TripB
 TripABC
 TripC
 TripABC
 Reclose
 1234
 5678

Select to use binary
1234 or 5678
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4．Synchronizer
This module is used to check synchronizing relay.
The following test functions are included







Check voltage difference
Check frequency difference
Check leading time and leading angle
Check pulse width for frequency adjustment
Check pulse width for voltage adjustment
Check auto-adjusting function with both voltage and frequency varying
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synchronizing relay will give control pulse to
the test system to increase or decrease the
voltage and/or frequency until they meet the
pre-defined setting.

Concept of synchronization
Purpose of synchronizer
Synchronizing relay is used for the following
purpose

Adjustment pulse width and cycle






In the real system the synchronizing relay will
send a series of control pulse to adjust the
voltage and frequency of generator. The pulse
width and cycle of the control signal are
controlled by synchronizer.

Synchronize the generator to the system
Synchronize the two parts of power network
Manually close the circuit breaker
Check the synchronization status

Principle of synchronizer
The synchronizing relay will measure the
voltages, phase angle and frequencies of the
two system. When voltage, phase angle and
frequency difference between the two system
meet the pre-defined condition the command
will be sent by synchronizing relay to close the
circuit breaker.

T1
T2

Leading time and Leading angle

pulse width
pulse cycle

The pulse width and pulse cycle settings are
associated to the response time of the
generator’s voltage and frequency regulating
system.

At the moment the synchronizing relay gives
circuit breaker closing command the angle
between the two systems can be measured by
the test system. And this angle can also be
expressed as the time which is related to the
frequency difference and df/dt setting at that
moment. The calculated time is referred to as
leading time.

For some relays these settings are internally
build and for some other relays these settings
should be set separately.

The leading time indicates the time required
for circuit breaker to close after receiving
command from synchronizing relay. Proper
leading time is essential for a the
synchronizing process.

Set group settings
Click
setting page

button to enter into group

Group setting page is shown bellow

Voltage and frequency adjustment
During the test process the voltage and/or
frequency for system side will change. And
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Leading Angle

some relays may need
to set this setting here.

Leading Time

we can set the time
here for our
assessment use

dv

permissible voltage
difference setting

df

permissible frequency
difference setting

Vadj.Cycle

voltage adjustment
cycle setting

Fadj.Cycle

frequency adjustment
cycle setting

Vs->Va,Vg->Vb

use Va as system side
voltage, use Vb as
generator side voltate

Vs->Va,Vg->Vbc

use Va as system side
voltage, use Vbc as
generator side voltage

Vs->Vabc,Vg->Vz

use Vabc as system
side voltage, use Vz as
generator side voltage

The selection of the voltage sources depends
on the requirement of synchronizing relay
under test.

Ref. Phase
Here we define the reference phase for
generator side voltage when we select
Vs->Vabc,Vg->Vz mode.

Set group parameters
Click
button to enter into group
parameter page. Group test parameter page
along with default settings is shown bellow

For example, if Vz is connected to the
synchronizing relay as Vab then we need to
select Vab here.

Trans. Connect
The PT (potential transformer) use for system
side and generator side may have different
vector group. And the phase shift caused by
this vector group difference must be
considered. We need to select the vector
group based on the actual situation.

Vsnom
Nominal voltage for system side
Fsnom
Nominal frequency for system side

Tsynmax
Here we define the maximum allowed time
duration for synchronizing process.

Vgnom
Nominal voltage for generator side

Configure binary output

Fgnom
Nominal frequency for generator side

Click
button to enter into binary
output configuration page

Sel Vg
Nominal frequency for generator side

Out4 Mode
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For some synchronizing relays they require a
external contact to start the synchronizing
process. Two types of contact are available

Wiring diagram for Vs->Vabc,Vg->Vz mode

pulse
ef
continuous aew
Tout
Related to Out4 Mode setting.

Test items

Out1, Out2, Out3
If required we can also select binary output 1-3
here.

By default 6 test items are added in the test list
when module is opened.

Wiring diagram
Click
button to view the wiring diagram
under different Sel Vg selections.
V-Value
check voltage difference
F-Value
check frequency difference
Leading Time
test leading time
Auto
auto-check
Vadj-PulseWidth test pulse width for voltage
adjustment
Fadj-PulseWidth test pulse width for
frequency adjustment

Wiring diagram for Vs->Va,Vg->Vb mode

We can also add more test points for different
test items by clicking Add button.

Wiring diagram for Vs->Va,Vg->Vbc mode
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Set test parameters

---------------------------------------------Note: The Fg must be set in the way that

V-Value

Fs-Fg is not equal to zero.

---------------------------------------------F-Value

Vg

Fg

the setting here should ensure that
Vs-Vg is larger than allowed voltage
difference setting so synchronizing
relay will not send CB close
command when test starts
the setting here should ensure that
Fs-Fg is smaller than the frequency
difference setting.

Vg Step step for voltage to change

Test process:

Vg

the setting here should ensure that
Vs-Vg is smaller than the voltage
difference setting

Fg

the setting here should ensure that
Fs-Fg is larger than allowed
frequency difference setting so
synchronizing relay will not send CB
close command when test starts

Since the frequency difference is set within the
allowed setting the voltage difference will be
the only factor to influence the synchronizing
action.

Fg Step step for frequency to change

The voltage will change one step for each
cycle (0-360 deg). The test will terminate when
circuit breaker close command from
synchronizing relay is sensed by test set.

Since the voltage difference is set within the
allowed setting the frequency difference will be
the only factor to influence the synchronizing
action.

Test process:

The frequency will change one step for each
cycle (0-360 deg). The test will terminate when
circuit breaker close command from
synchronizing relay is sensed by test set.
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Leading Time

The test will terminate when circuit breaker
close command from synchronizing relay is
sensed by test set

Auto

Vg

the setting here should ensure that
Vs-Vg is smaller than the voltage
difference setting

Fg

the setting here should ensure that
Fs-Fg is larger than allowed
frequency difference setting so
synchronizing relay will not send CB
close command when test starts

Vg

the setting here should ensure that
Vs-Vg is larger than the voltage
difference setting

dv/dt

dv/dt for controlling voltage to change
when receiving the voltage control
command from synchronizing relay.

Fg

the setting here should ensure that
Fs-Fg is larger than allowed
frequency difference setting

df/dt

df/dt for controlling frequency to
change when receiving the frequency
control command from synchronizing
relay.

dv/dt

dv/dt for controlling voltage to change
when receiving the voltage control
command from synchronizing relay.

df/dt

df/dt for controlling frequency to
change when receiving the frequency
control command from synchronizing
relay.

Test process:
Since the voltage difference is set within the
allowed setting the frequency difference will be
the only factor to influence the synchronizing
action.

Test process:
The voltage and frequency will change with a
speed set by dv/dt and df/dt when receiving
voltage and frequency control command from
synchronizing relay. The duration for voltage
and frequency to change will be determined by
the voltage and frequency pulse width

The frequency will change with a speed set by
df/dt when receiving the frequency control
command from synchronizing relay. The
duration for frequency to change is determined
by the frequency control pulse width.
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The test will terminate when circuit breaker
close command from synchronizing relay is
sensed by test set.

Fadj.-PulseWidth

Vadj.-PulseWidth

Vg

Fg

the setting here should ensure that
Vs-Vg is larger than the voltage
difference setting so synchronizing
relay will not send CB close
command when test starts

Vg

the setting here should ensure that
Vs-Vg is smaller than allowed
voltage difference setting

Fg

the setting here should ensure that
Fs-Fg is larger than the frequency
difference setting so synchronizing
relay will not send CB close
command when test starts

the setting here should ensure that
Fs-Fg is smaller than allowed
frequency difference setting
Test process:

Test process:
Since frequency difference is larger than
allowed setting the synchronizing relay will
send frequency adjustment pulse to test set.

Since voltage difference is larger than allowed
setting the synchronizing relay will send
voltage adjustment pulse to test set.

Test set will measure the pulse width and
cycle accordingly and record them in the
result.

Test set will measure the pulse width and
cycle accordingly and record them in the
result.

---------------------------------------------Note: The Fg must be set in the way that
Fs-Fg is not equal to zero.

----------------------------------------------
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Test report example

Synchronizer Test Report
Test Object
Substation:Ponovo
Device:XXX
Manufacture:China
Tested by:XXX

Bay:Testing Laboratory
Type:cccc
SN:P0408389
Date:05/06/2008 17:44
1.Synchronizer

NR
1
2
3
4
5
6

Leading Angle=0.500Deg
Leading Time=0.500S
dV=2.000V

dF=0.200Hz
Vadj. Cycle=10.000S
Fadj. Cycle=15.000S

Vsnom=100.000V
Vgnom=100.000V
Ref. Phase:Ua
Tsynmax=400S

Fsnom=50.000Hz
Sel Vg:Vs->Va,Vg->Ub
Trans. Connect:Y/Y-12

Leading
Angle
8.1deg
8.7deg
7.9deg
8.6deg

Leading
Time
0.132S
0.121S
0.132S
0.132S

Vdiff

Fdiff

VPulse
Width

VPulse
Cycle

FPulse
Width

FPulse
Width

2.000V
-0.200Hz
1.882V

-0.181Hz
0.202S

5.202S
0.204S
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5.202S

Assess
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

